SEMANTICS
Egbert Koops, University of Leiden
Ownership or Oversight? The Vicarius in Legal and Extralegal Roman Sources

Caroline Laske, BCDSS, Ghent University
Textual Representation of Women’s Legal Capacity During the High Middle Ages: A Semantic Approach

Serena Tolino, BCDSS, University of Bern
Naming Eunuchs in Islamicate Societies

Chris de Wet, University of South Africa
The Discourse of Slavery and the Making of Early Christian Identity: A Case Study from Late Antique Syria

LEXICAL FIELDS
Stefan Brink, BCDSS, University of Cambridge
What Can Language Tell Us of Social, Legal and Economic Dependencies in Early Scandinavia?

Barbara Herceg Pakšić, University of Osijek
Appropriateness of Expressions and Definitions in Context of Slavery and Connected Practice in Court Judgments: Do We Have Functional Notions?

Hossein Sheikh, independent
Slave or Servant? Terminology of Slavery and Related Terms in Middle Iranian Languages

NARRATIVES
Elke Brüggen, BCDSS, University of Bonn
Captured, Abducted, Sold: The Muslim Rennewart in the Middle High German Epic Poem Willehalm

Christiane Czygan, University of Bonn
The Communication Between Sultan Süleyman and His Slave and Later First Lady, Hurrem

Ruth Ennis, University of Leipzig
Narrating “White Slavery”, 1862–1880

Ulrike Schmieder, Leibniz University of Hannover
Different Narratives of the Case of the Brothers Jaham and Its Aftershocks: Slavery, Emancipation and Legacies in Martinique

Christian Schwermann, BCDSS, University of Bochum
“The Art of Being a Minister” (chen shu 臣術): Narratives of Dependency in an Ancient Chinese Mirror for Princes

Pia Wiegmink, University of Regensburg
Travelling Beyond the Slave Narrative: Mobility and Antislavery Critique in Antebellum African American Women’s Life Writing

Rachel Zelnick-Abramovitz, Tel Aviv University
The Slave Who Made It: Narratives of Manumitted Slaves in the Greek World
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